We exercise social responsibility towards our employees, communities and the society. With social initiatives being an integral part of OMV’s daily business, we actively contribute to improving peoples’ lives: Your Energy for a better life.

Corporate volunteering makes it possible
We foster employee participation in existing social initiatives through corporate volunteering. This is how we create added value for the society and for OMV as an employer of choice, business partner, and good neighbor. Through their voluntary commitment, our employees benefit by engaging in teamwork in new contexts, and by developing their social competences.

Our social projects are oriented towards the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development:
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How can I become a volunteer
We offer our employees and various partners the opportunity to become a volunteer on one of OMV’s corporate volunteering programs.

My physical support
Working together with charitable organizations (NGOs), our employees can participate in practical activities with a special focus on constructing, maintaining, or refurbishing facilities.

My knowledge transfer
Our employees can actively support targeted groups with their knowledge and expertise.

My financial contribution
Within the framework of charity activities, we give our employees the opportunity to contribute financially. The donations are collected centrally and handed over to selected charitable organizations for specific projects on behalf of our employees.
How can I volunteer and contribute personally

- **Wiener Tafel**
The Wiener Tafel winter campaign “Suppe mit Sinn” ("soup with a purpose") helps support people threatened by poverty in Austria. On this purpose a “Suppe mit Sinn” can be bought during the campaign at the OMV employee restaurant. In addition, every employee can assist Wiener Tafel with delivery rides and cooking workshops at Wiener Tafel’s TafelHaus.

- **CAPE 10 / Max & Lara**
OMV supports the CAPE 10 project which focuses on health and eradicating poverty. By participating in the sub-project “Max & Lara”, OMV employees can volunteer as sports or culture buddies for underprivileged children, creating access to sports and cultural events for those who would otherwise not have the opportunity to do so.

- **School and kindergarten workshops**
The curriculum at many Austrian schools includes the subject of natural oil and gas production. OMV provides illustrative material for education purposes. OMV employees can also volunteer as experts and teachers, giving presentations or hosting learning units in schools and kindergartens in OMV’s neighborhoods.

- **Caritas Magdas Hotel**
The Caritas-run Magdas Hotel within close proximity of OMV helps young people with a refugee background through the challenges associated with growing up. OMV employees can volunteer to spend time with unaccompanied minor refugees, to organize joint leisure time activities.

- **Naturschutzbund NÖ**
OMV supports Naturschutzbund NÖ, Lower Austria’s nature conservation organization. Volunteers participate in biotope care activities, clearing shrubs, and collecting litter. Naturschutzbund NÖ is always looking for volunteers who would like to dedicate to preserving our natural environment.

If you are interested and would like more information, the OMV Sustainability Team will support you.

**Contact:**
Karina Berthold
Sustainability & Reporting
info.sustainability@omv.com
More info: www.omv.com/sustainability